
Choose from the latest Lenovo devices 
running Windows 11 and powered by Intel 
vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ Design, and focus on 
teaching and learning priorities instead  
of IT management.

Inspire and 
empower
the future of K-12 learning



Imagine a future where students 
can access tools that spark 
learning, growth, and creativity. 

At Lenovo, our K-12 solutions are designed to 
create a world where ed tech tools are safe and 
secure, engaging and easy to use, and built for 
productivity wherever learning takes place.

Lenovo solutions include devices running Windows 11  
and powered by Intel vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ Design.
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Accelerate student learning with innovative, 
forward-thinking technology like the Lenovo 
500w Gen 4 with Windows 11 and powered by 
the latest Intel® N Series processors to prepare 
students for what’s ahead

Equip teachers with flexible, easy-to-use 
technology. Lenovo’s ThinkPad® X1 Carbon 
Gen 11 running Windows 11 and powered by 
Intel vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ Design, is built 
for what IT needs and teachers want for 
demanding tasks

We empower and support IT leaders  
with solutions built for the unique needs  
and challenges of students and teachers.
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Smarter  
learning ahead

A working partnership
We partner with customers and value lasting relationships. 
We work closely with you to:

Assess needs. Understand the dynamics  
and trends shaping K-12 today and tomorrow  
and how they affect your specific situation

Evaluate options. Plan wisely to deploy and scale 
solutions that will deliver the best student and teacher 
experiences and improve learning outcomes

Customize solutions. Implement the  
right education technology for your use  
cases and budget

Lenovo K-12 solutions keep IT productive, teachers 
inspired, and students engaged. Devices running 
Windows 11 and powered by Intel vPro,® An Intel® 
Evo™ Design with Intel® Core™ processors enable 
reliable, accessible learning for all and spark 
discovery in any school environment.

From digital curriculum to classroom management, 
immersive learning to esports, our solutions are 
simple with built-in security — made for education 
and made to work together.
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End-to-end solutions
Lenovo’s portfolio of compatible hardware and  
integrated software means easy deployment  
and management. 

Our education solutions include devices like the 
ThinkPad® X1 Carbon running Windows 11 and powered 
by Intel vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ Design, to provide what  
IT needs and students and teachers want.

Lenovo TruScale Device as a Service (TruScale DaaS)  
gives ed tech leaders one solution, one provider, one  
invoice, and one point of contact — simplifying efforts  
and maximizing benefit.

Advocating for a better world
20 years in ed tech gives us a deep understanding 
of use cases and the daily realities IT faces. It’s a 
strong foundation to build your solutions on. 

Use our strengths 
to your advantage
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Vision for tomorrow 
We’re in this for the long term — solving your challenges today and 
working together to shape the future of education moving forward.

Diverse ecosystem
We’re the top education PC provider in the world. And you get  
even broader solutions and more choice through our strong 
ties with tech giants and a leading lineup of ISVs.

Lenovo brand 
All Lenovo education solutions have the strength of our 
global brand behind them — the quality, reliability, and tech 
innovation we’re known for as a leader in digital security, remote 
management, worldwide services, and unrivaled support.

We foster a value system that supports environmental 
sustainability, social and community awareness, 
and ethical governance and compliance.
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• Student laptops  
and tablets, including 
models with LTE 
connectivity

• Teacher and 
administrator 
desktops and laptops

• Workstations
• Small form-factor PCs

DEVICES
Durable and remote  
management-ready.

ACCESSORIES
Versatile for classroom, dorm 
room, and on the go.

• Monitors
• Webcams  

and speakers

• Headsets 
• Mice
• Protective cases  

and backpacks

SPECIALIZED SOLUTIONS
Enrich learning.

• Hybrid classroom solutions
• Lenovo VR Classroom
• Esports

SOFTWARE
Protect, manage,  
and enhance learning.

COLLABORATION
The heart of seamless  
hybrid learning.

SERVICES
Do more and free up your  
team with Lenovo’s specialized, 
dedicated services.

• Lenovo TruScale DaaS
• Premier Support
• Accidental Damage  

Protection
• Keep Your Drive
• Configure &  

Deploy Services

• Asset Recovery 
Services (ARS)

• Lenovo CO2  
Offset Services

• Bulk packaging

• Classroom management
• Digital curriculum and 

instructional resources
• AI-driven web filtering  

and keystroke alerts

• Endpoint and  
data security

• Microsoft 365  
for Education

• Device 
management

• All-in-one video 
collaboration devices

• Microsoft Teams 
platform

• Audio and video 
enhancement 
accessories

• Monitors

Spark Learning
Partner with us to build solutions tailored 
to your use cases and budget, including 
Windows 11 devices powered by Intel 
vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ Design — solutions 
that inspire and empower learning for 
better outcomes.
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Forward-thinking 
security
Learning should take place in a secure 
environment for students and teachers. 
ThinkShield, our comprehensive portfolio 
of end-to-end security tools, protects 
hardware, software, services, and processes.  
We bring together a sophisticated suite of 
applications including Microsoft 365 for 
Education and Lenovo NetFilter. 
 
These protections complement the security 
features on Windows 11 devices powered by 
Intel vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ Design.
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Services complete 
the solution
Lenovo TruScale™ gives you access to flexible 
solutions delivered with the simplicity of a 
scalable consumption model. Additional services 
include Accidental Damage Protection to protect 
your investment, Keep Your Drive to provide 
an extra layer of protection for your students’ 
sensitive data and information, and sustainability 
services like the CO2 offset service for a smaller 
environmental impact.

Plan ahead. We’ll work with 
you to assess your school’s 
student and faculty population.

Configure a solution. Build a 
tech ecosystem that supports 
your campus’s needs.

Receive support. Get help  
with maintenance, security,  
and compliance from one 
single point of contact.

Optimized to save time. 
Additions, upgrades, and 
renewals can be handled 
automatically.

Activate it. Lenovo 
deployment services take the 
hard work out of software 
installation, cloud deployment, 
and data migration.

Get devices up and running fast. 
Quickly enroll devices at scale 
to your cloud environment using 
Windows Autopilot for Zero 
Touch deployment.

Lenovo solutions include devices running Windows 11 and 
powered by Intel vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ Design, for what IT 
needs and educators and students want.
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Wherever learning 
takes place, we’re there
Lenovo Education is here to help. Partner with us to navigate  
the future of learning with flexible, customizable solutions and 
layered security.  

In the classroom or at home, Lenovo’s solutions — including 
Windows 11 devices powered by Intel vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ 
Design — are designed to engage all learners.
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Learn more at  
www.lenovo.com/Education.
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